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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
víctor vegas has contributed to the dictionary with 9 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book.
We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit
our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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antiblanqueo
ANTIBLANQUEO : Term referring to a figure against the Legitimation of Capital by organized bands dedicated to
"money laundering", anti-whitening is a form within universal banking's computer systems of "blocking" the illicit money
laundering that is carried out "off shore", that is from outside countries.  In this sense it could be said that : The
Development Bank of Venezuela has "anti-whitening" to avoid committing the crime of money laundering from the
outside or "off shore", This is a way of preventing national and universal banking from being intervened by international
security bodies such as Interpol or another. 

bigger than life
bigger than life, means "bigger than life", the only thing greater than life is God who made life itself for the human being. 
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be bigger comes from big which is a qualifying adjective, and it has
3 forms, bigger than , and biggest the biggest

burundangas
burundangastérmino used to describe a hallucinogenic drug that transcends the senses by simply smearing the dust on
the victim's skin.  The rest is done by the bloodstream. The person who applies taundanga loses consciousness, can
answer everything they ask him because he is left without his own will, and when he returns to his natural state he does
not remember what happened to him the most can remember the person (s) who untagged him burundangas.

efrontería
efrontar/intermetic issues of nuclear warfarefront/that there is a variety of nuclear elementsefronte/that comes from the
nuclear Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be e fron tar

entrance
Entrance : entry, is basically used in some Hispanic countries with that meaning.  Example: That is the entrance to the
theater .   ( That's the entrance to the theater) It can commonly be distinguished in some Hispanic readings where they
refer; It was an entrance to walk around that place, because it had no way out.  In the English language " , entrance" , ,
would have as synonym, way in , or in door , both terms mean entry 

hispano-portugusa
Say of an individual ( a ) who holds dual nationality, the first in this case is defining a Hispanic person, who comes from
Portuguese parents, as in this case could be specified, Hispanic-Portuguese, to establish the reference that although
Spanish-speaking, is also Portuguese.  Currently the citizens (as) of Brazil although the Royal Academy of portuguese
Language separated those born in Portugal and established that their speech is Portuguese, however with regard to
Brazilians it remains that they speak the same language but differs because it is currently defined as Brazilian-speaking,
Brasileiro has its roots in the Portuguese language , but now there are other slangs within Brazil that differentiate it from
Portuguese itself. 

kaizen
Kaizen means small improvements made to the status quo (current state), it assumes gradual, slow and often invisible
progress, with effects that are felt in the long term.  The Kaizen is a method of improvement, originally created for
production companies from different areas, promoted in Japan and then has spread to some companies of the world,
among which stand out different Asian companies such as: Toyota, Cannon, among others.  Kaizen is people-oriented,
while innovation is technology- and money-oriented. 

vestidos ordinariamente



Dresses ordinarily : Derogatory term used especially in important business meetings, where the way of dressing is of
great influence in the eyes of other people, and on whose formalism sometimes depends the approval or disapproval of
the decision-tors. Example: "These people who came to apply for the loan during the business dinner were not very well
seen, because they were dressed ordinarily, and the requirement was smokin or formal".  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be casual dresses for the event, formal dresses for the event 


